## Module title
Basics of German and European History

## Abbreviation
04-Ge-GDE-092-m01

## Module coordinator
Managing Director of the Institute of History

## Module offered by
Institute of History

## ECTS
4

## Method of grading
Only after succ. compl. of module(s)

## Duration
1 semester

## Module level
graduate

## Other prerequisites
By way of exception, additional prerequisites are listed in the section on assessments.

## Contents
This module equips students with fundamental knowledge from the sub-disciplines of history. It provides an overview and discusses selected examples. The courses explore key problems in and sources of German and European history.

## Intended learning outcomes
Students gain an overview of major developments in German and European history and consolidate their knowledge of one or more themes or periods, taking a range of aspects into account (e.g. politics, the economy, society, culture, ideas, or mentalities). They are able to consider this/these theme(s) or period(s) in a general historical context and to identify interdependencies.

## Courses
This module has 5 components; information on courses listed separately for each component.

- 04-Ge-GDE-1-092, 04-Ge-GDE-2-092, 04-Ge-GDE-3-092, 04-Ge-GDE-4-092, and 04-Ge-GDE-5-092: Ü (no information on language and number of weekly contact hours available)

## Method of assessment
This module has the following 5 assessment components. To pass this module, students must pass 2 out of the 5 assessment components.

### Assessment in module component 04-Ge-GDE-1-092: Grundkurs zur Alten Geschichte (Basic Course Ancient History), in module component 04-Ge-GDE-2-092: Grundkurs zur Mittelalterlichen Geschichte (Basic Course Medieval History), in module component 04-Ge-GDE-3-092: Grundkurs zur Neueren Geschichte (Basic Course Early Modern History), in module component 04-Ge-GDE-4-092: Grundkurs zur Neuesten Geschichte (Basic Course Late Modern and Contemporary History), and in module component 04-Ge-GDE-5-092: Grundkurs zur Landesgeschichte (Basic Course Regional History):

- 2 ECTS credits, pass / fail
- logs of course (approx. 14 pages total)
- Additional prerequisites: Latin language skills as well as English language skills or skills in another modern foreign language, preferably French

## Allocation of places
--

## Additional information
--

## Referred to in LPO I (examination regulations for teaching-degree programmes)
--

## Module appears in
Master's degree (1 major) German as a foreign language: cultural and intercultural studies (2009)